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The findings and the message to terrestrials regarding the discoveries on Mars will be the
factors one day in the collapse of the legendary picture the terrestrials' former ancestors
had formed of their heritage. Many negators of the truth will realize with frightening clarity
that terrestrial Man did not originate on the planet Earth and, furthermore, he is not the only
human life form in the Universe. Although one prophecy states that extraterrestrials will
officially land on Earth on June 5th, 1995; a second prophecy predicts this event for 1998.
One should probably not count on these occurrences taking place, though, for terrestrial
humankind is currently incapable of tolerating such contacts, the ensuing knowledge from
them and the related ramifications. Should this event actually take place, the Plejarans
would withdraw from Earth and, henceforth, keep their distance from its inhabitants, as
Quetzal previously explained some time ago along with Sfath before him in the 40s. One
must remember, though, that these prophecies are indeed only prophecies and not
predictions. Everything can change, therefore, and the prophecies may not come true unless
essential conditions for the events exist. And this is exactly the case --- always with the
assumption everything occurs precisely and correctly --- for its prerequisite is that
terrestrial Man must first remedy the damage, or corruption, of his genetic manipulation
and change his mentality, thoughts and actions into the Creational-natural state prior to
attaining open contact with alien races and peoples, that is, to extraterrestrials. This
signifies that a succession of years must still elapse before these prerequisites are fulfilled.
Until that time, the Earth and its human inhabitants will experience all forms of events,
changes and other things, which are not only essential for Man's evolution but unavoidable
as well, because of the terrestrial human life form's thoughts and actions. On one hand, this
entire scenario inevitably results in numerous situations which are frequently a grave
danger or impediment to Man's evolution. On the other hand, these events are conducive to
his evolution and absolutely unavoidable, therefore. Taking everything into account, official
contacts with extraterrestrials are currently truly not recommendable, for terrestrial human
beings are incapable of bearing the reality appropriately particularly from the secularsectarian, the military, religious-sectarian, economical and political position. For this
reason, official contacts with extraterrestrials would be entirely out of place should they
occur at this time or in the near future. Extraterrestrial contacts at this time are viable only
with individuals or certain, very small groups; to this end, contacts of a secret military and
governmental nature would be feasible as well. Such events, though, will increasingly lead
to the public emergence of fraudulent contactees and observers, who present purported
photographic material, perfectly falsified with computers. The public will believe them, all
the other frauds, deceivers, charlatans, delusional individuals, and those who are capable of
mesmerizing many stupid faithful followers in matters concerning extraterrestrials, God,
Jesus Christ, Mary and Joseph, Moses and other sundry saints and masters, for Man is too
easily deceived and too gullible in his search for truth.
Consequently, contacts with extraterrestrials can only occur on an official level if everything
proceeds correctly and Man on Earth is mature enough to accept the contacts. This will still
require more time, during which many things will transpire in regard to discovery of proof
that human beings on Earth did not originate on this planet, and also that they do not exist
alone in the Universe or in this galaxy, the Milky Way. When the events that are yet to
transpire before the time when the first official contacts with extraterrestrials take place are
considered, a certain chronology of the prospective historic events must be established. To
this end, prudence dictates that exact dates not be named, or it might result in conditions
that could negatively alter future events. Furthermore, the consciousness of many people
could suffer disorders because they might attempt to change things once they learn of
coming events --- events that cannot be altered in any manner, shape or form, for they are
predictions, not revisable prophecies. I will not mention any dates, therefore, although I am
familiar with them. For this reason I will simply list, in chronological order, the most
important upcoming events, or rather incidents and occurrences, etc., that will take place
beginning with 1995. This year will show that nature's catastrophes will continue to wreak
endless havoc. Events related to the havoc will increase or decrease in number; in other
words, occasionally there will be more of them and sometimes less, but overall the
incidents will escalate. Regarding overpopulation, unfortunately, no changes for the better

will take place; indeed, overpopulation will escalate. On a broader scale, expect a coup
involving the USA and its president, in the year 2003, in march, which will stun the entire
world. Additionally, lengthy deliberations will increasingly take place regarding Islamic
fundamentalism, which will mesmerize the entire globe. Uprisings, revolutions, wars and
other diverse forms of unrest will escalate tremendously, with Islamic fundamentalism
playing a very sad part in the scenario. The health of terrestrials is in extreme danger not
only from the rapid spread of AIDS, but from the rising ill effects of scrapie among humans,
whereby the Creutzfeldt-Jakob-Syndrome is not the only repercussion. The scrapie epidemic
will increase among animals as well. And if this is not enough, another horrible epidemic
and pneumonia will break out among human beings. Even though efforts are made to the
contrary, the renewed threat of chemical warfare, a long-standing practice, will be on the
rise once again. Likewise, the same holds true for nuclear and biologic weaponry. The
danger of accidents in nuclear reactors will increase throughout the world. Regarding this
subject, France in particular must be extraordinarily careful in every way, for one prophecy
warns of a strong probability for an accident near Lyon, which can be prevented as long as
the responsible individuals undertake the right steps --- a prophecy can be changed. Initial
efforts are being made by a new movement to promote total non-violence; while a woman
gains a high and influential position among world powers through another group's formation.
While mass tourism will increase by leaps and bounds, and slowly but surely will invade and
destroy the remaining Shangri-Las on Earth, first steps will be taken for a flight to Mars, but
will not be blessed with good fortune. However, the next flight, which ensues very soon, will
have better luck although it will encounter certain difficulties due to unexpected technical
problems. All of this will transpire shortly after the worldwide misery of unemployment and
its related ills are corrected and surmounted. A new hording of weapon stockpiles will follow
at a time when the worldwide production of weaponry is accelerated once again. This will
signal the first threat of a looming third world war, as foretold by a prophecy, unless
terrestrial Man strives to avert this danger through reasoning and appropriate thoughts and
actions. Should Man fail to act against the fulfillment of this prophecy, a new and extremely
destructive weapon will be built that will produce disastrous consequences in the next world
war. One important factor in this scenario is the criminal neglect to monitor the Earth from
space. New weapons will once again create quite a stir, and so will the death of 4 heads of
state who will die within 7 days from each other. These then are the last danger signs,
which foretell that within merely 2 years of these events the long-feared world war will
indeed erupt, unless terrestrials finally gain mastery over their reasoning to stop all these
ills. Should this not be done, mankind will fail in its attempt to protest and boycott the new
deadly weapons, because by this time the armories of many nations will be full to their
capacity. Passing laws to prohibit the use of these weapons will be ineffective at this late
stage. World War III cannot be averted if Man fails to finally become reasonable! The war
will begin with conventional weaponry and escalate to nuclear, chemical and biological
warfare. The world war will begin in November of a specific year, after 5 years of intensive
effort are spent reaching this goal which is preceded by 4 years of unspecified preparations.
Should war actually break out, it will last for 3 years and 11 months and will therefore end
in October of the fourth year. By this time, Earth's northern hemisphere will be largely
destroyed by nuclear fires and radioactive radiation that will annihilate the entire animal
and plant world unless Man sees to it that the prophecy proves itself to be just a prophecy
without fulfilling itself. Should this not be the case, the world will face some additional 11
bitter years of poverty, misery, starvation and many other ills. The nuclear radiation will
cause the crippling and mutation of the children born at that time, and multitudes who
survive the war will be contaminated and burned by radiation. Chemical warfare will cause
horrifying and atrocious skin diseases, and biological warfare will produce festering sores
and many other ills, not to mention vicious human freaks, etc. Prior to these events
unfolding, however --- always with the assumption that the prophecy fulfills itself through
Man's own fault --- scientists will discover the manipulated gene from ancient times in the
DNA chain responsible for the rapid aging in human beings. These events may yet unfold
this year, for preparations in this area began already in 1994. Whether scientists make their
discovery public and utilize their findings to their fullest merit is questionable, however.
From the way things look now, public disclosures regarding these discoveries will not be
made until a much later date, and probably will still remain this way for a very long time
before the public will be fully informed about the discovery. Therefore, a long period will
pass before the genetic manipulations are reversed by retro-manipulation of the pertinent
gene. For the time being, scientists will be unaware that the gene they have stumbled upon

is the key factor, and that it is this particular gene which was previously manipulated once
before, many millions of years ago.
Should the prophecy of another world war fulfill itself, and should terrestrial humankind not
immediately begin rethinking and redirecting its entire effort into beneficial routes, the
consequences of this World War III will be cataclysmic. Likewise, this holds true for an
enormous revenge-campaign directed against the war precipitators, which will be initiated
and directed by a bloodthirsty man, who is --- how could it be otherwise? --- another
"Representative of God", a pope. Once again, these events are based on the condition that
the prophecy fulfills itself through the fault of Earth's human beings.
With the melting of the polar caps there also looms for Earth in the not-too-distant future
another severe economic crisis that will spread throughout the globe. And another global
war, World War IV, will once again threaten this planet and its entire terrestrial population
because of their own unreason. However, several reasonable individuals are able to
neutralize the threat, which is again abetted by the invention of new weapons with great
striking power that will be the materialization of those weapons existing now only in science
fiction novels. They are deathray throwers, ray canons, ray rifles and ray guns, among
others. In the midst of these developments, three scientists will generate an incredibly
inexpensive energy source, although this will not be the only new form of energy, for
another will be found as well, that is based on sound vibrations. And again, new and deadly
weapons will be developed from this. Scientists tend to utilize everything they can get their
hands on, and for this reason it is inevitable that Man will stop the Greenhouse Effect and
utilize its effects in reverse, thereby preventing a further melting of the polar caps. These
actions, in turn, will lower the highly elevated water levels of all oceans. During this period,
terrestrial Man will increasingly dedicate himself to space travel, which he had neglected for
many years. Venus will be particularly interesting for terrestrial human beings during this
period, and for this reason Man will contemplate sending a manned space capsule to the
volcanic planet. Simultaneously, Man will avail himself of a new energy source by exploiting
the Earth's interior energies. He will develop two new, dangerous weapons. The first
weapon's high-pitched, humanly inaudible sounds will be able to destroy any material and
will have the capability of absolutely destroying all life forms ... --- an ultrasound weapon in
other words. The second weapon will have as its basis high frequency energies which, too,
will be capable of destroying and killing everything. Discoveries and inventions in the field
of gene technology or gentic manipulation, respectively, will continue, for events must
unfold --- contrary to the desires of the foes of genetic manipulation who even now persist
in ranting and raving against it. The time is no longer that remote when, through genetic
manipulations, plants and animals will be successfully cross-bred, and totally new life forms
created. Hence, the stupid, antagonistic gripers will scream in vain; they should be grateful
instead that science has advanced to a point where genetic manipulations become feasible.
For only through genetic manipulations will future rectification of the terrestrials'
genetically-manipulated degeneration be guaranteed, so that they may be able to again fit
into the normal progression of negative and positive. Creational secrets will, of course, not
unravel through this process and will remain a mystery to Man for the time being, even
though he will actively search for them while on space stations beyond Earth. This does not
signify, however, that science will be inactive; on the contrary. Scientists will unveil the
secret of gravitation. In doing so, they will begin mastering certain facets of space and
mass. But just before this transpires, terrestrials will develop the capability of allowing
human organs to "regrow" for organ transplants. These organs will always be adapted to the
particular body in need of the organ. As a result, the danger of organ rejection is
eliminated. During this period, renewed advances into outer space will occur, whereby a
large space project, critical to mankind, will take shape, and Albert Einstein's theory on
relativity will undergo several additional modifications. One religion will initiate large-scale
war activities at that time which results in the development and utilization of another new,
dangerous weapon that will be capable of changing the climate, a so-called climate weapon.
However, as bad as they may seem, these periods are not as unstable as that of 1995, a
year when new discoveries on Mars are possible; and a year when the seeds of a new
ideology are sewn that sets it apart from traditional religions. 1995 will also be a year when
an unknown, powerful male individual begins to come into prominence who spellbinds the
world and gathers followers around him in much the same rat-catching manner as the Pied
Piper of Hamelin. For this reason, in one prophecy, he is called the rat-catcher. These

events coincide with many innovations and discoveries in technology and science; for 1995
and the ensuing years bring incredible breakthroughs that will change civilization. One
contributing factor to these breakthroughs in the near future will be, finally, the exposure
and rectification of an error in the Pi-number calculation.
Precipitated by the previously mentioned climate weapon, the entire Earth will be subjected
to very problematic climatic changes when overall temperatures fall, that is, they drop
dramatically. The result will be that land masses and oceans will freeze because of Man's
insanity. Consequently, a new invention will be developed that, powered by the most
economical of energies, artificially heats the Earth's atmosphere. This is the moment when
Japan and China will discover that the prevailing physics is not the last word in knowledge,
but that there exists yet a higher level of physics which extends into fine-matter spheres.
Upon this realization, science will be discredited for some time. Nonetheless, space
exploration will continue and a new world discovered in this process; a new Earth that will
be suitable for maintaining human terrestrials. The actual period when space travel and with
its many related discoveries commence will begin already in the very near future, however.
Overall, expeditions into space will be successful, e.g., terrestrials will discover, or rather
locate, ancient human traces and effects left behind on Mars. This will present sufficient
reason for terrestrials to build, furbish and fly new spaceships with even greater ranges into
the vastness of space, to make ever greater, more interesting and, especially, more
significant discoveries. Initially, these spaceships will travel over relatively long periods of
time until propulsion systems are developed that make super-speed space travel without
timeshifts feasible. Spaceships reaching velocities above the speed of light, indeed, speeds
several million times the speed of light, will one day become the rule. But until this occurs,
several hundreds of years, even millennia, will pass. Still, these aforementioned predictions
shall occur in the near and somewhat more distant future and mankind will not be kept
waiting too much longer; even elderly people alive today will experience the
commencement of these predictions. The discovery, refurbishing and renewed operation of
ancient extraterrestrial artifacts and stations on Mars in the not-too-distant future, and
much later in other places as well, will be accomplished by our more distant descendants.
These events are also associated with grave danger, however, for dangerous diseases and
epidemics will be brought back to Earth by way of space travel, along with the exceedingly
vicious 'wolf' as one prediction calls this horror, which could be a horrifying animal or a
deadly epidemic. The definition of the "wolf" is not clear yet and its explanation is still
pending. According to the prediction, this deadly factor will be introduced or carried to Earth
either by ordinary space travellers or lawbreaking space travellers. Additionally, in the
distant days ahead, the discovery of a new and very significant substance is foretold; one
that will benefit Man greatly --- as long as he is able to utilize it to his own benefit. This
entire scenario transpires at a time when a new order exists on Earth that satisfies, in an
inexpensive manner, all needs of Man. New, overall-like suits for humans will be invented
and produced that will enable Man to fly through the air freely without aid from any other
devices. Barely three decades prior to this event, however, a third DNA information code
will be discovered in the human body, and the first concrete steps will be undertaken to
eliminate diseases in the elderly, heart diseases and attrition. After approximately 25 years,
these efforts will prove successful. Simultaneously, once the appropriate steps are taken,
the feasibility of a classless society, as well as technologically-biological prerequisites, will
emerge that deal with the worldwide cleanup of the polluted rivers, lakes and oceans. This
praiseworthy progress will be negated, however, by an extremely negative invention in
form of a biological weapon; it will wreak tremendous havoc and induce instant aging in
humans and animals (in seconds). Shortly thereafter the period of "nocturnal dawning"
comes into existence, as stated in another prediction. This "nocturnal dawning" will be a
new technological achievement whereby the dark side of planet Earth is illuminated by an
artificial sun affixed to a space station; this device will not create full daylight, but a bright,
dawnlike condition.
The artificial sun in the sky will virtually ring in a new age, the Age of Space Conquest on a
grand scale. From here on, space travel definitively will become commercial and turn into a
significant, powerful institution by which Man, through science, will pursue the enigma of
Creation and with it the origin of life and all existence. Of course, these events will make
science very respectable again especially as they relate to the institution of space travel,
which will control the scientists. Ultimately, this will not turn out well and will transpire as it

must: This space travel institution will increasingly ignore the terrestrial governments and
science, deal with them unfairly, and will generate conflicts again that provide the most
auspicious base for a new war. All of this will come into play barely 15 years after the aging
gene is isolated and neutralized, when the human biologic aging process is largely
surmounted, and the related previous vicious genetic manipulation finally remedied again. A
looming new war will break out and last for approximately 40 years. During this period or
about 6 years prior, humans will be converted into machines, that is, robots for the first
time by connecting their nervous system to microscopic electronic-biologic gadgetry and
machinery that will serve to guide them. This will cause great problems about 85 years
later, when the now powerful scientists begin to play 'God', as they had done in earliest
times, and they will create new hybrids between humans and animals through genetic
alterations. These new 'semi-humans' will declare their solidarity with the robotic humans.
But before this transpires, another 80 years will pass after the creation of robotic humans,
as I mentioned previously. With the creation of robotic humans, intelligent, biologicelectronic-machinelike robots will be constructed. A gigantic space station will be built, upon
which a vast number of humans will live while the station travels in its own orbit around the
Sun.
Because of Man's intrinsic attitude, induced by his degeneration, wars and revolts will occur
on Mars. These events will transpire when humans, after conferring with extraterrestrials,
construct residential buildings beneath the oceans which will dangerously interfere with the
ecologic equilibrium of the oceans, land masses and the air. Once again the time will arise
when another new, dangerous, fatal weapon is invented that will disintegrate the bones of
life forms. Simultaneously, the artificial sun created about fifty years prior will drift from its
orbit and over a mere seventy-two hour period will plunge to Earth. The Earth's own
rotation and orbit around the Sun will change then and result in the reduction in the length
of years, days and nights. Unfortunately, this will also be the time when the first space
conflict --- a space war --- takes place between terrestrials and those humans who will have
migrated to Mars by then. The gigantic space station in orbit behind the Sun will be
damaged. At this time a new terrestrial chronology will be contemplated because the altered
lengths of the days and seasons on Earth cannot be utilized in the old system.
Terrestrial humanity already under the spell of religions and religious sects at this time, will
remain spellbound for several more centuries. Following the installation of the new
terrestrial chronology, the founder of a new religion will come to the forefront and revoke
the Christian Sunday, Islamic Friday and Jewish Sabbath, in order to establish a new holiday
schedule. As an experiment, money will be briefly abolished, but clandestine trading with
valuable goods such as precious metals, diamonds and other commodities will continue.
Sometime later the insane terrestrials wretchedly will alter the Earth's atmosphere in a
dreadful format.
And another war on Earth will ensue, for terrestrials will have failed in their attempt to
become more peaceloving and intelligent. The future will hold nothing positive pertaining to
scientists because they will have begun to perform their first genetic manipulations on
humans and animals by this time, and will be creating entities, so-called 'semi-humans',
whom they will produce by crossing humans with pigs and then train them as fighting
machines. These entities will be sent into war and also perform a variety of tasks in space.
However, this situation will not go well very long. The entities will oppose their creators,
like it is also the case with robotic humans who will have arms and legs amputated so that
their nervous system can be attached to minute electronic-biologic devices, whereby these
semi-humans become living navigational devices for spaceships and every type of
weaponry, machinery and terrestrial vehicles, to name but a few. A man will appear and
present the universal teachings to the entire terrestrial human population. He will be
remarkably successful, although existing religions and religious sects will follow up with
global countermeasures --- as has been the case since ancient times. The teachings of the
spirit will be included in this teachings, and some fourty years later the teachings of
reincarnation will have been disseminated worldwide and accepted by the existing religions.
However, prior to this event some unpleasant encounters with extraterrestrials will take
place that may result in a gratifying union depending upon which direction Man takes; taking
the wrong direction will result in disagreeable, possibly even dangerous prospects. Through
technological intervention, Man will slowly learn to prevent natural catastrophes. Volcanos,

in particular, will be placated and their activity controlled, as will be the influences of
weather conditions. Triggered by the invention or, rather, discovery of a new and very
valuable energy source and its rights to ownership, renewed war activities on Earth will
ensue. Problems will also occur within human populations because their relative
immortality, that is, the increase in human longevity, will amount to life spans of from 350
to 450 years. This increase in longevity will also precipitate increasingly greater problems of
overpopulation and all other subsequent obstacles, which will include migrations that will
result in new types of interbred peoples. Among them will be a group who call themselves
Eurasians. They will demand the Eurasian region for their homeland at a time when the
'semi-humans', those human-animal, genetically-manipulated creatures and the robothumans will be creating incredible problems. These difficulties will lead to the deplorable
decline of every space travel program and nearly bring space travel to a complete
standstill. The problem will come about because of the robot-humans' and semi-humans'
refusal to continue working for normal human beings, and because of their unwillingness to
continue a life of subservience and exploitation as living maneuvering devices for
spaceships, vehicles, equipment, war machines and so other gadgetry. These events will
transpire at a time when a climatic reversal begins on Earth because of the Sun's noticeably
weakening activity triggered by reduced nuclear fusions within it.
Terrestrial Man's urge to explore knows no bounds and, consequently, he will penetrate ever
deeper into space; unfortunately, this tendency will also produce repercussions. Inevitably,
unexpected disasters will occur, for the prediction states that in the not too distant future,
terrestrial Man will face some extremely terrifying phenomenon during his space
expeditions that will present great and trying obstacles. One event, supposedly twenty years
later, will take place as the frightening and definite conclusion is reached that the Sun is
truly a dying star. And an additional thirty-five years later, terrestrial human beings will
face a new horror when one of their exploration spaceships brings a deadly epidemic back
to Earth that will leave medical scientists completely helpless. By this time, Man will have
gained knowledge about the essence of Creation for thirty-five years; likewise, the truth will
be understood that negatives and positives represent within themselves equal, independent
units although they also form a perfect unit when joined. The previously mentioned spaceexploration craft will lift off shortly after this cognizance, whereupon it will encounter the
great horrors. Equipped with a completely new propulsion system, the expedition spacecraft
is expected to penetrate space to the extent that it will reach the original home planets of
the first genetically manipulated peoples. Such an undertaking will still be completely
irresponsible on the part of the terrestrials from that period. On one hand, they will have
remained trapped in their genetically manipulated degeneration and, on the other, in their
megalomania they will vastly fail to underestimate the dangers of space and alien worlds.
They will become aware of their failings only midway along their path toward the home
planets of the genetically manipulated peoples' origins, when the expedition will be
confronted by terrifying extraterrestrial life. Ultimately, this space expedition becomes
feasible only when the technological apparatuses, machinery, all electronic instruments and
many other items from that period are no longer operated and piloted by human beings. The
technological devices will become equipped instead with independent, biological intelligence
that makes all piloting and operations almost infallible. The robot-humans still performing
those functions at that time will rebel against this change of events. Simultaneously,
terrestrial space travel will reach the pinnacle of its development as research forges on, and
soon further deductions and solutions will unlock additional secrets of matter. Concurrent
with this development will begin the rule by the robot people under the leadership of
someone from their own ranks, who will be the enemy of all other human life forms and
cause a great stir, although he will die very soon after these events. During this same
period, once again, the megalomanic scientists will perform an incredible spectacle by
producing a gigantic second sun. Although this group of scientists will be small in number,
nonetheless, through a dangerous experiment they will ignite one of the SOL planets, which
will burn for seven days and glisten in the SOL system as a second sun before it burns out
and fades. Jupiter and Saturn could be equally suitable candidates for this experiment as
they are uncompleted miniature suns, making redundant the selection of planets for this
future insanity. Great progress in brain research will occur in the same period, including the
implantation of micro modules into human and animal scalps. The micro modules will
assume and execute all the brain's navigational functions. At this time, far from Earth, an
artificial world within another alien solar system will be populated by an immense migration

surge that stems from the continued, irrational increases in terrestrial overpopulation. The
robot people, simultaneously, will become a danger to normal human beings through their
own propagation and the siring of many descendants. Due to genetic alterations, these
descendants will be born without arms and legs, with their nerve endings already exposed.
This will permit easy access to the nerve endings of their extremities, which can then be
attached without surgery to various devices and machinery, etc. The robot people will
become a true menace to normal humans, for they will possess unforeseen consciousnessrelated powers. Over time, they will further develop these powers by way of an abovenormal application of their consciousness whereby the brain, through unique, painstakingly
constructed energy generators, will be endowed with special energies from the outside. All
of this will allow the forces of the consciousness to perform at record levels.
The time will come when further powerful changes take place within the SOL system as the
Sun's nuclear fusions decrease. Indeed, the entire gravity field will not only become
unmanageable and changed, but large-scale climatic changes will become the daily norm.
These occurrences will inspire scientists to record performances because they will wish to
find methods to counteract the Sun's negative consequences. These consequences will
manifest themselves far sooner than anticipated in fact, and contradict millennia-old,
erroneous scientific assumptions. Only then will people correctly realize that the Sun is a
dying celestial body and that, subsequently, the end of the SOL system will herewith be
predetermined already. Nonetheless, the Sun will continue to exist another billion years, but
by then it will be a dead star that will, ultimately, be swallowed up and destroyed by a
Black Hole. Therefore, scientists will begin performing at feverish rates. In the process they
will discover that the base for pi was miscalculated. By eliminating the error in pi, and
correcting future computations based on pi, scientists and their amazing, highly developed
technology will have the capability to make unimaginable energies accessible to the people
of Earth. This will be accomplished through the terrestrials' diversion and utilization of
energies from Black Holes from within the Milky Way system. Scientists at this time,
though, will still be unable to travel to the center of our galaxy to tap the existing Black
Hole in that region. Still, it will be unnecessary to go to the center of our galaxy, at least at
that particular time, for nearby objects will produce sufficient energy to serve Earth's
needs. This new energy source, in fact, the energy type itself, will enable terrestrials to
develop new forms of space travel. In the wake and expansion of these developments, a
travel and transportation factor becomes reality which, prior to 1995 and long into the
future, had been called fantasy: Time travel. This discovery/invention, in turn, will enable
Man to travel into both the past and the future, and as well into the vastness of the
Universe, something that was hitherto impossible. In the aftermath of these events new
human life forms will be discovered, without doubt, and humans of Earth will learn
unfathomable information from these extraterrestrials, for these ETs will possess
remarkably greater intelligence than the terrestrials. Developments in every field will
progress rapidly and result in the creation of artificial, biological intelligences that will be
utilized for the guidance and handling of all apparatuses, devices, electronics, machinery
including flying craft and vehicles. By this time there will be no concern of these biological
intelligences becoming independent to later endanger terrestrials as it will be the case with
the robot people, who will no longer be of any use and be exterminated without further ado.
The time will then come when all space stations and satellites orbiting the Earth, Mars and
Venus will crash. This will be the result of the Sun's ever decreasing activity having changed
to such an extent that monumental gravitational changes of all planets will occur, even to
the Sun itself. Scientists will be working at record levels to find solutions for the changes,
but they will be unsuccessful. Yet, they will have success in as much as they will discover
an incredibly important factor in the Creational formula. Thereafter another danger from
space will threaten the terrestrial world, this time from the depths of the central Universe.
The danger from this threat will become evident only much later, however. Prior to this
event, terrestrial humans will place artificial suns into orbit around the Earth, albeit far
beyond the customary distance. Terrestrials will not have much luck with these satellites
either, for one of the artificial suns will begin to glow due to severe damage and scorch
large regions on Earth. In turn, the aftermath of these events will dangerously affect Earth's
atmosphere and produce an oxygen deficiency that precipitates worldwide riots. From this
catastrophe another will evolve because the scorched land and lack of oxygen cannot
remain without consequences either. The catastrophe will affect the economy and the entire

food processing industry and will result in a famine the likes of which the world has never
seen nor experienced over the past thousands of years. This will signify the beginning of the
end for conventional space travel, for barely one decade later time travel, through the
advancement of technology, will become routine. Millions of light years will be bridged, that
is, traversed, without any time loss, and human beings will no longer experience limitations
in their conquest of distances. This also is the time when geriatric research, through genetic
reverse-manipulation, will release the human population from the premature aging's curse;
a curse that was brought about, long ago, in the initial fighting peoples' genes by the gene
manipulators, the "creator-overlords". This reverse manipulation will afford Man an even
longer life span than that achieved by terrestrial geneticists through prior procedures,
whereby human lives increased to an average life expectancy of four hundred years. These
new achievements will produce an extremely long human life expectancy of thousands of
years. In the ensuing few years the time will come when intelligent ocean dwellers will
begin to contact human beings and communicate with them, and a new race of terrestrial
inhabitants will thereby be founded. Then the time will come when aggressions with Martian
inhabitants will begin and result in the actual launching of attacks on the colonies. These
events will be followed by fifteen years of relative calm, finally bringing good fortune to the
Earth's human inhabitants in their quest to find their actual origins. A terrestrial space
expedition will penetrate into the regions of Sirius and discover, or rather locate there,
proof of the Ur-Ur-Ur-ancestry of the human beings on Earth, who previously were
procreated through genetic manipulations in ancient times by the Sirius "creator-overlords".
This discovery will reveal that over many millennia, the terrestrials' ancestors fled across
long twisting paths, found the SOL system and began settling there. Thus, humankind on
Earth will eventually find its direction back to its origin --- which, of course, will not
suddenly resolve mankind's problems by any means. Of course, linked to this discovery will
also be contacts with very distant ancestors of the previous "creator-overlords", as well as
other intelligences from Sirius that will, by then, no longer lead to the pursuit and slaughter
of the genetically-manipulated descendants, the terrestrials. The contacts will lead to a
collaboration instead, resulting in the previous genetic manipulation's definitive reversal.
This action, in turn, will result in the birth of new descendants who will be normal and no
longer be degenerate. The circle finally closes and Man will become a true human being, in
equilibrium with the negative and positive.
The reversal of this previous degeneration-gene manipulation, along with the continually
climbing overpopulation, precipitated even more so by the extraordinary human longevity,
will result in plans for the eradication of those humans in whom the genetic reverse
manipulation had not yet been performed, on Earth as well as on all other worlds
colonialized by terrestrials, and space stations inhabited by them. This eradication will
transpire in the same manner previously proclaimed and demanded by responsible
individuals a very long ago: A worldwide halt in the birthrate over a seven-year cycle.
Within this framework, only parents whose degeneration was previously eradicated through
genetic reverse-manipulation will be permitted to procreate. Only those individuals,
therefore, will be legally entitled to sire any offspring. Illegal pregnancies will be assessed
as the most abhorrent crime, punishable by death to the guilty parties. This concept will
only come about as an inescapable law five years before the period when complete
authority over planet Earth is placed into the hands of the administrative sphere within the
Sirius alliance, and enforced therefrom. Nonetheless, in these distant days ahead, Earth
scientists will be ambitious; they will fulfill new objectives, make new discoveries, and
capture chemistry's last remaining secrets. Despite the incredible knowledge that
extraterrestrial intelligences will have passed on to the terrestrials, by far not every
mystery about everything will have been penetrated or unraveled. Therefore, research will
continue into all facet including that of astronomy, and scientists will subsequently penetrate
to the center of the Milky Way to investigate its secrets and those of the Black Hole.
The Sun's activity will increasingly cause more concern, as it becomes notably weaker and
unable to provide sufficient energy to supply Earth and Mars with light and warmth. In these
distant, future times artificial suns will routinely orbit the Earth at a considerable distance
so as to brighten and heat its surface. This situation will not remain benign either as one
can deduce from an event that will occur seventy years after capital punishment for illicit
procreation becomes law, when two of these artificial suns will destructively collide with one

another, inflicting severe damage.
These, then, are the overall predictions for a succession of future centuries, whereby the
sequence of these enumerations has become somewhat intermixed, and only the most
significant future events are mentioned here. In addition to these events, many other things
will transpire concurrently, e.g., of a political, military, religious, scientific, evolutionary and
cosmic nature; the prediction that the terrestrial social formats of states still prevalent in
1995 will be abolished and replaced with new programs, whereby the individual no longer
must personally make provisions for his or her old age through his personal finances,
because society, or rather the federal state, will pay for it. A very inexpensive energy
source will increase food supply production to the point where food can be distributed
without charge. More of this incredibly inexpensive energy will be generated than Man on
Earth can utilize. The cost of living will therefore drop to nearly zero. Pension plans, for
example, along with other financial support systems, will become redundant, if for no other
reason than the fact that virtually no income will be required any longer for a person's
livelihood. At this point money will completely lose its value for these very same purposes,
except for the fulfillment of personal pleasures, i.e., for recreational and pastime activities,
etc. Nevertheless, such actions will not produce solutions to every monetary problem to the
point where money will be totally eliminated as legal tender once and for all. People from
Earth will continue to be caught up with their thoughts of using money in the near and more
distant future; and many hundreds of years will be marked by its use, although two
attempts to completely eliminate money will be initiated. These endeavors are doomed,
however, because Man simply does not wish to detach himself in the near future from
money and wealth. For this reason, all related efforts will be undermined because gold,
silver, platinum, palladium, and other valuable, still undiscovered metals, precious stones,
jewelry and other items sold illicitly, which will ultimately lead to the collapse of the
attempts to abolish money. Money may eventually be prohibited by law in the distant
future; such a development is just as predestined to occur as the one in the near future
when the breeding of animals will be abolished. Geneticists will eventually discover a
method that enables plants to produce the animal protein required by human beings.
Scientists will finally realize that this process is actually feasible through genetic
manipulation. This realization is to be expected very soon, although its enactment will not
occur until much later. Blame for this delay can be placed on the anti-genetic-manipulation
gripers who, insanely and incomprehensibly, are against gene technology and gene
manipulation. Anti-gripers' efforts must be blamed, therefore, for the burden upon life for
long-time mass-breeding, mass-transports and mass-tortures of billions of animals. The
solutions brought about by vegetable-animal protein production and a perfectly acceptable
meat substitute could have been effected long before through gene-technology to be
marketed as food supplies, were it not for the decades of insane anti-griping efforts that
impede these actions. The blame for the suffering of many billions of animals must be
directed toward these idiotic gripers until they are ultimately forced into silence and kept
quiet. Only then will the ills of mass animal breeding and all other related tortures for
animals find an end.
The predictions also failed to mention that scientists will soon realize that Earth's
atmosphere is truly not conducive to prolonging human longevity. Although mention is made
in the predictions of the genetically-manipulated descendants' adaption to the Earth's
atmosphere, no information is given about scientists discovering the Earth's atmosphere
being unsuitable for human beings, and the fact that it contributes greatly to their rapid
aging process. Furthermore, no mention is made about scientific discoveries which will,
supposedly, lead to the imminent production of air that is more healthful and beneficial to
the human body than before. This air will be a different yet more suitable composition and
will be available for purchase both in bottles for personal consumption and as "little life
extenders". Currently the oxygen-nitrogen proportion of terrestrial air is not only unsuitable,
but its oxygen content is much too low and it also contains a variety of dangerous gases
inhaled by humans.
Regarding the Earth itself, a fact not mentioned in the predictions is that, all along, the
scientists were unaware that this planet was not expanding over the millennia through the
accumulation of falling star dust and meteors, etc., but that, imperceptibly, it has been
expanding internally. This means that an imperceptible expansion process is ongoing for

millennia whereby, slowly but surely, the Earth's internal riches are transported to the
surface. Over time, this expansion process will accelerate in correlation with the Sun's
decreasing nuclear fusion rate through which all gravity fields within this entire solar system
will change, in particular those of all the planets.
In the predictions made so far, mention was made about the terrestrials' discovery of time
travel, and how to break into future and past dimensions. However, no mention was made
about the discovery and locations of other dimensions, and the revelation of untold
opportunities for Man. Yet, once again, many dangers will be linked to their discoveries;
some will be of a physical nature, while others will be the result of encounters with
intelligences from other dimensions. To this end, renewed conflicts will erupt and many
events will become a reality that previously were slighted as science-fiction fantasies. Many
more power struggles and revolts will take place on Earth even at times when governments
no longer reside on this planet, but will orbit in space stations surrounding it. These
governments will not find a safe haven there for long as some predictions mention that the
rulers will be overthrown up there. Through faults and machinations of scientists, an evil
time will follow once again, whereupon Man will utilize the services of an animal that
harbors much negativity, viciousness and degeneration. This condition will be revealed to
Man and be provoked by the scientists' service agreement. Consequently, the animal (or
animals) will begin to attack people to a point where it/they will actually hunt terrestrials,
and masses of humans will be slaughtered. The prediction, unfortunately, does not divulge
any information on whether the animal(s) will be introduced to Earth from the vastness of
the Universe, or whether it will originate on the Earth itself. In any case, human beings
throughout the world will be forced to defend themselves against these animals. But the
human population's efforts will be futile, and for this reason everyone on Earth will have
little choice than to flee to the one continent which will be forged into a gigantic fortress.
Three hundred years later, scientists will once again create a horrendous calamity, for their
conceit and arrogance will push them to the point where they see themselves as "God", and
in their megalomania they will perceive themselves as equals to Creation and as being
irreplaceable in every way. Afterward, nearly one hundred years later, a very vicious and
aggressive act takes place on Man's neighbor planet, Mars, when numerous spaceships will
attack and completely annihilate the planet until even its substance is eliminated. During
this period, the Destroyer planet will one again create havoc. This ancient roaming celestial
body will enter the inner solar system on a collision course with Earth as a result of the
Sun's rapidly dwindling nuclear activity and the subsequent total alteration of the gravity
fields within the entire solar system. The Destroyer previously caused repeated destruction
in the old Lyra regions over millions of years. Only sparsely populated by that time, the
Earth will be faced with the threat of complete annihilation resulting from this destructive
wanderer, and terrestrials will be incapable of safeguarding themselves against it. Because
of the suddenly depleted gravity fields, now completely out of control throughout the entire
solar system, the terrestrials are unable to direct the Destroyer into another orbit or
annihilating the Destroyer. Neither alternative will benefit the Earth, for by this time it will
be uninhabitable because of the monumental solaric changes. As a consequence, the
remaining few million terrestrials will flee, departing from the planet in hopes of finding an
alternative planet elsewhere and of settling there. They get help from the descendants of
former terrestrials from the Sirius regions.
Everything will transpire as it must: After the disastrous blunders by terrestrial scientists,
terrestrials will suffer from the scientists' attempts to destroy the Destroyer, and the
scientists' arrogance and conceit will plummet. They will congregate around them ordinary
people and flee from the threatened planet Earth. Only three years later the Destroyer will
enter the former orbit of Mars and ram into the two Martian moons, Phobos and Deimos,
which had remained intact during the planet's destruction. The two moons will disintegrate
and trail behind the huge roaming planet as it continues to race toward Earth and ultimately
reaches it, but does not ram into it. Nonetheless, the near-collision will result in a
catastrophic event in which the Destroyer smashes into the Earth's moon. This will cause
both the Moon and the Destroyer to shatter into a myriad of pieces, which will form a
rotating belt orbiting around the Earth. The oceans, lakes and rivers will also be torn from
their beds at this time, and will evaporate into the atmosphere from the ensuing immense
heat. The steam, along with gigantic portions of the atmosphere, will be wrenched into
space and then dissipate while, at the same time, the Earth's imperceptible expansion

process over the past thousands of years becomes evident now. The Earth will heat up from
its interior and the planet's surface will ultimately become uninhabitable.
Meanwhile, Mercury will enter a collision course with the Sun and will plunge thereon to
produce a catastrophe that signifies the destruction of the final remaining harmony within
the SOL system. For nearly 100 years afterward, the Sun will generate gigantic eruptions
and nuclear fusions once again, as well as protuberances that will extend far into space. By
this time the planetary orbits will be destroyed to a point where they will no longer circle
around the Sun. No longer will it radiate nor will it become a Super-Nova. After all of this
transpires, the Sun will glow and glimmer weakly and generate occasional gaseous
explosions along with nuclear fusion activity. Even these conditions will increasingly
diminish as time goes on, and eventually all activity will cease completely, whereupon the
Sun will drift through space as a dead, dark star, surrounded by equally dead planets. The
end will come when the dead Sun, along with the accompanying satellites that drift around
it, are attracted and sucked into a Black Hole. Together they will condense with incredible
force and stagnate there until they, and other material within the Black Hole, are ejected in
one massive explosion. This event will generate fresh gases, fine particles and other
elements that will develop into new galaxies, stars, planets, moons and other forms. These
developments will cover many billions of years; according to calculations roughly 10 billion
years will pass before the Sun and its planets die, exist while dead, and then are swallowed
and annihilated by the aforementioned Black Hole.
The predictions also provide important insight into women's future role alongside men. In
the more distant future, women will fully regain their former original equal status and rights
in the men's world with regard to their complete duties, assignments and tasks. A joint
female-male relationship will come to exist, as it did in earliest times when men and
women stood shoulder-to-shoulder, with total equality of rights as they functioned and
worked together. As it was in early times, so will it be again in the distant future, i.e.,
women with children shall first and foremost dedicate themselves to their offspring by
grooming and educating them, among other things, and will maintain the household. Just as
they have done from ancient times, men will attend to and exert themselves for those
matters and concerns which were designated to them throughout antiquity due to their male
physique, etc. Therefore, the modern proliferation by the women's liberation movements
and the single-handed push by women into upper management and responsible positions for
their sole supremacy, to mention a few things, will be eliminated once and for all, in order
to make room for equality and equal rights that will hold true for both men and women. As
a result, men and women will work together jointly on all tasks and will deal with them
equally. Neither one man nor one women will elevate him- or herself above the other in
rank or power regarding business, administration, government, power and other situations,
as is the case today.
It is very important to realize, too, that many negative events will occur in the near future
regarding diseases and epidemics on Earth. For this reason all humans must become very
meticulous about their personal hygiene and must avoid physical contact with people of
questionable health status. There should be paid great attention for harmless disesases and
infections, because in future times these can turn into much graver and even incurable
illness. The same will hold true also for physical contact with animals, including touching of
any type. An additional concern will be the intake of animal-origin food products, absorption
of viruses, bacteria, etc., of animal substances such as feces, saliva, blood, hair and so
forth, which can cause also fatal diseases and epidemics. For this reason alone, creatures of
every type should not be kept within the confines of human residences, indeed, they must
not be tolerated therein even briefly.
The following facts explain the ancestry of the Pleiadians, or rather the Plejarans, and the
old Lyrians: The Pleiadians, as distant descendants of the ancient Lyrians, maintain contact
neither with the Sirius intelligences nor today's descendants of the former "creatoroverlords", regardless of whether they possess positive or negative characteristics. They
have no plans for such contacts, not now nor in the near future. Nonetheless, their divergent
paths will come full-circle and one day they will join again, taking place, at the earliest,
when the genetic manipulations are reversed. Only then will the descendants of the former
"creator-overlords" be sufficiently advanced in their evolution to allow for any contact
between the Pleiadians and themselves. The same also holds true for Sirius intelligences

who are completely different human races outside the Enoch (Henok) lineage; indeed, they
have no hereditary link whatsoever with the descendants of the former "creator-overlords".
Today's Pleiadians, or rather Plejarans, and the Lyrians, along with the current peoples of
the Enoch-Nokodemion lineage (or Nokodemion-Enoch) who reside in the DAL Universe, are
all part and parcel of the human life form that is exceedingly elevated in its consciousness
and spirituality. They are no longer capable of contacting lesser evolved human life forms,
such as Earth humans, inhabitants of the Sirius regions and many other human races on
other worlds, without endangerment through the lower vibrations from these life forms, who
are less-evolved beings. Furthermore, Pleiadian/Plejaran laws prohibit them from contacting
these less-evolved entities, and interfering in their internal affairs. Such actions would
dangerously intrude upon the self-determined evolution of these less-evolved beings. As it is
the case with any other life form, each human life form must evolve through its own
strength. Higher-evolved life forms are permitted to extend to the less-evolved beings
certain realizations and prospects only through impulses which, on one hand, cannot be
recognized as such and, on the other, do not lead to opportunities that would accord greater
and more extensive realizations and prospects than those sustained by lower evolutionary
levels. Based upon this justification, the Pleiadians have elected to contact neither the
descendants of the past "creator-overlords" within the Sirius regions and other locations nor
the actual Sirius intelligences themselves.
When the Old Lyrians ventured to Earth ages ago and commenced their activities among the
terrestrials whose actual origins were elsewhere as explained earlier several times, they
selected periods when neither the positive nor negative "creator-overlords", or their distant
descendants, were present in the SOL system or on Earth, respectively, after the "creatoroverlords" had again vacated this region. The Old Lyrians, and later the Pleiadians/
Plejarans, were always vigilant, for they had no desire to encounter the "creator-overlords"
or their descendants. They did not want a confrontation since they wished to travel their
own path but, additionally, they did not want to be driven into combat with the other Enoch
(Henok) lineage due to their different world view. This discrepancy in world view eventually
had led the "creator-overlords" to breed the genetically-manipulated peoples, an act of
which both the Old Lyrians and their descendants, the Pleiadians/Plejarans, strongly
disapproved. From this time onward they refrained from having any contact with Enochlineage inhabitants from the Sirius regions, as well as with those actual Ur-Sirius
intelligences who were no better than the inhabitants from other locations. The Old Lyrians
in the meantime had progressed in their evolution beyond that of the inhabitants from the
Sirius regions, the other Enoch lineage, and the actual Sirius intelligences. And for this
reason were any contacts with these groups out of the question since they would have been
far too dangerous for their bodies, indeed, their lives. Although the Old Lyrians remained
relatively aggressive, scheming and so forth, they were not deprived of simultaneous
conscious and spiritual evolution, except for those people who forcibly refused to adapt to
the evolutionary process. These groups were forced to leave the Lyra-Vega regions and
others, whereupon they ventured into the SOL system. Among them were some benevolent
and evolved individuals who took upon themselves the sacrifice of leaving along with the
refugees, so they could continue their teaching mission of directing the refugees onto the
path of humaneness and evolution. In the course of time they succeeded in reaching their
goals, although many things repeatedly went awry. On Earth, these Old Lyrians intermingled
with the terrestrials just as the "creator-overlords"' descendants from the Sirius regions had
done previously. Thus the descendants of the Old Lyrians-Vegans were also confronted with
and subjected to genetic manipulation in the same manner as all other humans on Earth.
Their interactions took place in a relatively brief period, since approximately a paltry 3
thousand years later no human life forms could be found on the planet who were not
heretically affected by the genetic manipulation. This applied to the 144,210 leaders, subleaders, and the very positive spiritual leaders who had voluntarily embraced the idea of
instructing the refugees, along with several millions of ordinary people, in the spiritual
teachings and in other matters. For this reason it is likely that since that time no single
terrestrial human life form has existed who does not harbor the legacy of negative and
positive degeneration, although it would manifest itself according to the individual's balance,
whereas degenerations occur frequently in forms of both negativity and positiveness.

